High School Supply List

All Students Need
2 boxes of tissues
1 container disinfectant wipes or hand sanitizer
pencils and erasers
blue or black ink pens
red checking pens
highlighters
lined loose leaf paper

Ag
3 inch binder

Algebra and Pre-Algebra
3 or more subject notebook
1 dry erase marker

Algebra 1, Algebra 1A, Algebra 1B and Geometry
1 dry erase marker
Algebra 1A, Algebra 1B and Geometry students
need a Texas Instrument Calculator TI-30XS.
If in question do not open package and I will check it on first day of school.

Appreciation of Literature
2 inch binder
loose leaf paper
tabbed dividers

Art
1 pack of drawing pencils or (2) 2B pencil & (2) 5B pencil
large eraser
1 roll of clear contact paper
9x12 sketch pad at least 70 pages
2 twin tip sharpies with fine point and regular point
100% cotton t-shirt (sized to fit student)
1 roll of masking tape

Band
Lyre (found at music store)

Choir
black 1inch 3 ring binder

History/Government
Three ring binder

**Integrated Chemistry**
3 inch binder
Scientific Calculator
index cards
loose leaf paper

**Language Arts (9th, 10th, 11th)**
Three-ring binder
Loose leaf paper
Tabbed dividers
Writing and grading utensils

**Physical Education**
PE Clothes(no jeans or cutoffs)
gym shoes

**Science (Bio, Bio II, Chemistry, Anatomy and Physiology)**
3 inch 3 ring binder
loose leaf paper
1 package index cards

**Physical Science**
20-index tab dividers
2 colorful Flair pens
Three ring binder
composition notebook
disinfectant wipes for lab

**Senior Research**
2 inch binder
tabbed dividers
note cards
loose leaf paper

**Spanish**
3 ring notebook/no spirals
loose leaf paper
index dividers
checking utensil

**Speech**
2 inch binder
tabbed dividers
note cards
loose leaf paper